Crystallization and phase transformation behaviour of electroless nickel-phosphorus deposits with low and medium phosphorus contents under continuous heating
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Crystallization and phase transformation behaviour of electroless nickel-phosphorus deposits with low and medium phosphorus contents under continuous heating
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Electroless nickel-phosphorus deposits with 5–8 wt% P and 3–5 wt% P were analysed for the effects of continuous heating on the crystallization kinetics and phase transformation behaviour of the deposits. The as-deposited coatings consist of a mixture of amorphous and microcrystalline nickel phases, featuring in their X-ray diffraction patterns. Continuous heating processes to 300°C–800°C at 20°C/min were carried out on the deposits in a differential scanning calorimetric apparatus. The subsequent X-ray diffraction analyses show that the sequence of phase transformation process was: amorphous phase + microcrystalline nickel → f.c.c. nickel + Ni₃P stable phases. Preferred orientation of nickel {200} plane developed in the deposits after the heating processes. Differential scanning calorimetry of the deposits indicates that the crystallization temperatures increased with decreasing phosphorus content, and increasing heating rate. Crystallization activation energies of the deposits (230 and 322 kJ/mol, respectively) were calculated using the peak temperatures of crystallization process, from the differential scanning calorimetric curves at the heating rates ranging from 5 to 50°C/min. It was found that the deposit with lower phosphorus content has higher activation energy.

1. Introduction
It was generally reported that the electroless nickel-phosphorus (Ni-P) deposits at as-deposited condition have a non-equilibrium phase structure, which is thermodynamically unstable and would transform into equilibrium state through crystallisation reactions [1–5]. Since the first discovery by Brenner and Riddell in 1944 [6, 7], various investigators have reported that the microstructural properties and crystallization behaviour of electroless Ni-P deposits depend on the phosphorus contents and heating processes of the deposits. However, many conflicting results have been reported from these studies [8–27]. In general, the electroless Ni-P deposits can be classified as low (1–5 wt% P), medium (5–8 wt% P) and high (9 wt% P and more) phosphorus deposits based on their phosphorus contents [28]. Studies have shown that the as-deposited low-phosphorus deposits consist of microcrystalline nickel [22] or crystalline phase [17, 23]. The as-deposited medium-phosphorus deposits can be either amorphous [23] or mixtures of amorphous and microcrystalline nickel phases [8, 17, 24, 26]. At as-deposited condition, the high-phosphorus deposits are reported as amorphous [11, 14, 15, 17, 25], mixtures of amorphous and microcrystalline nickel [13, 21], or those mixtures plus various other intermediate phases like Ni₅P₂, Ni₅P₄ and Ni₁₂P₅ [12]. Reports on the effects of phosphorus content and heating processes to the crystallization behaviour of electroless Ni-P deposits were made after various studies by different investigators. Study on the deposits with phosphorus content of less than 7 wt%, using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), has shown that the deposits transform directly into final Ni₃P stable phase in a matrix of crystalline nickel [16]. Study using DSC and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses has shown that the deposits with 4.35–9.1 wt% P transformed into the Ni₃P stable phase during heat treatment, without the precipitation of intermediate phases [8]. However, another study has indicated that the transformation process was accompanied by the formation of intermediate phases like Ni₇P₃ and Ni₅P₂ [20]. Also, a XRD study on the deposit with 8.43 wt% P has shown the presence of metastable Ni₅P₂ and Ni₁₂P₅ in addition to the Ni₃P phase [3]. Randin et al. has reported that the electroless Ni-P deposits after heating processes consisted of nickel and Ni₃P only [19]. Effects of the heating processes and phosphorus contents on the crystallization temperature of the electroless Ni-P deposits are reported in Refs. [1] and [21]. Study on the deposits with 5.3–11 wt% P has shown that the crystallization temperatures of the deposits decrease with increasing phosphorus level [1]. The crystallization temperatures of the deposits with 7.4–10 wt% P was reported to
have increased with increasing heating rate, but independent of phosphorus content [21]. In Ref. [27], the effect of phosphorus content on the crystallization activation energy of electroless Ni-P (2–12 wt%) deposits was reported. The low-phosphorus deposit has the highest crystallization activation energy, whereas comparison between the medium and high-phosphorus deposits shows that the increase of crystallization activation energy could also result from the increase of phosphorus content. However, similar comparison between coatings with medium (6–9 wt%) and high (10–14 wt%) phosphorus deposits in Refs. [25, 26] respectively, did not confirm the tendency given in Ref. [27].

In the present work, the DSC and XRD analyses have been conducted on the electroless Ni-P deposits with low and medium-phosphorus contents, to investigate the effects of phosphorus content and continuous heating processes on the crystallization kinetics and phase transformation behaviour of the deposits.

2. Experimental procedures

The electroless Ni-P samples used in this work were provided by Lea Manufacturing Company in England. The coated-deposit of the medium-phosphorus (MP) sample was nominally 75 μm thick and has 5–8 wt% phosphorus content. The low-phosphorus (LP) sample was nominally 100 μm thick and has 3–5 wt% phosphorus content. Both the samples were deposited on mild steel substrates. To facilitate the heating experiments in DSC apparatus, the samples (coated-deposit and substrate) were cut into small pieces of size 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm, cleaned with methanol and acetone, and rinsed with cold water.

The continuous heating processes were performed using a Netzsch series DSC-404 differential scanning calorimeter at the constant heating rates. Different heating rates were applied, namely 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50°C/min. The sample specimens were placed in a ceramic crucible, and the experiments were carried out in a helium (He) flow (30 ml/min) in the pre-vacuumed DSC heating chamber. An empty crucible of the same kind was used as a reference throughout the experiments. For the XRD analyses, the sample specimens were first heated in the DSC apparatus at a constant heating rate of 20°C/min, up to the temperatures ranging from 300°C–800°C. The subsequently cooled specimens were then scanned at the ambient temperature using a Siemens diffractometer applying Cu Kα1/2 radiation. The scanned angles (2θ) ranged from 3° to 110°, with a step size of 0.04° and counting time of 1 sec/step. ProFit, a computer programme that employed the least squares profile separation fitting technique [29], was used to calculate the integrated intensities of individual phases from the XRD profiles.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Calorimetric study

The DSC curves of the MP (5–8 wt% P) and LP (3–5 wt% P) samples at different heating rates from 5–50°C/min are shown in Fig. 1a and b. Crystallization peak temperatures (Tm) of the MP and LP samples determined from the major exothermic peaks of the DSC curves were 332°C–362°C and 386°C–408°C, respectively. The results demonstrated that the sample with lower phosphorus content has a higher crystallisation temperature. In the MP sample, there was a shoulder (secondary peak) after the major exothermic peak in the DSC curves (see Fig. 1a). The presence of these shoulders in the DSC curves indicates the final stage of crystallisation process, or the relaxation of lattice strain.

![Figure 1](image-url) DSC curves of the (a) medium and (b) low-phosphorus samples at the heating rates of 5 to 50°C/min. For the sake of clarity the calorimetric curves were shifted arbitrarily on the vertical scale.
energy during phase separation [21]. In the LP sample, the DSC curves show a small exotherm between 150°C and 300°C. The presence of small exotherm before the major crystallization exothermic peak was also reported in the deposit with 5–6 wt% P [24]. It was reported by the investigators that the small exotherm was related to the release of microstrain, associated with microstructural changes before the major crystallization reaction. As in the MP sample, there was also a shoulder, but this time right before the major exothermic peak in the DSC curves (see Fig. 1b). The formation of these shoulders might be related to the short-range atomic movements and incipient crystallisation of metastable crystalline phases [14, 21, 24]. The major exothermic peak in the DSC curves corresponded to the long-range atomic movements causing precipitation of the stable phases such as f.c.c. nickel and Ni₃P [21]. In both samples, the onset and end temperatures of major exothermic peak in some DSC curves were difficult to determine due to the peak overlapping. From Fig. 1, it is also clear that the exothermic temperatures of the major crystallization processes in both samples have increased with increasing heating rates.

Crystallization activation energies of the deposits were calculated using the peak temperatures ($T_m$) of the crystallisation process at different heating rates ($\phi$). Plots of $\ln\left(\frac{T_m}{\phi}\right)$ versus $\frac{1000}{RT_m}$ from the Kissinger method [30] yield the crystallisation activation energies of $230 \pm 6 \text{ kJ/mol}$ and $322 \pm 54 \text{ kJ/mol}$, respectively, for the MP and LP deposits. These values are close to the self-diffusion activation energy of nickel (289 kJ/mol) [31]. However, the sample with lower phosphorus content has higher crystallization activation energy. This is in agreement with the result reported in Ref. [27] on the low and medium phosphorus deposits.

3.2. X-ray diffraction analysis

X-ray diffraction of the MP (5–8 wt% P) and LP (3–5 wt% P) deposits shown in Figs 2 and 3 indicated that the deposits were the mixture of amorphous and microcrystalline nickel phases in as-deposited condition. The results agreed with the studies from some other investigators showing that both the as-deposited medium [8, 17, 24] and low [22] phosphorus deposits consisted of a semi-amorphous structure. In the present study, the reflections that correspond to the 2θ region of nickel [111] and [200] planes are seen in the XRD
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*Figure 2* XRD patterns of the electroless Ni-P deposit with 5–8 wt% P (MP sample) at as-deposited condition and after heating at 20°C/min to the end temperatures 300°C–800°C. For the sake of clarity the XRD profiles were shifted arbitrarily on the vertical scale.
The amorphous profile in both deposits was located between the nickel {111} and {200} reflections. The intensity of nickel {200} reflection in the MP deposit however was higher than the {111} reflection. The preferred orientation was probably predetermined by the initial phosphorus content of the deposit. This contradicted with the opinion that the preferred orientation of nickel phase tends to disappear with increasing phosphorus content in the deposits [21].

In the MP deposit, heating to 300°C at the heating rate of 20°C/min brought small effect on the nickel {111} and {200} reflections (see Fig. 2). There was emergence of nickel {311} reflection at 92.9° (2θ). After heating to 350°C, the nickel {200} reflection became sharper and considerably increasing intensity. There was also the Ni₃P {231} reflection in the XRD profile. The phase transformation process was at the expense of the amorphous phase. The major exothermic peak (Tm = 349°C) in the DSC curve measured at the same heating rate (20°C/min) was related to these (see Fig. 1a). Heating to 400°C leads to further sharpening and intensifying of the nickel {200} reflection, and precipitation of nickel phosphide, Ni₃P, in the 2θ region around the nickel {111} reflection. The further growth of nickel phase and formation of Ni₃P could be related to the small exotherm (shoulder, onset at about 400°C) found in the DSC curve measured at 20°C/min. The emergence of the Ni₃P phase in the deposit also relates to the crystallisation process. However, a small amount of amorphous phase remains in the deposit after the heating process. In Ref. [24] no amorphous phase was found in the medium phosphorous deposit (5–6 wt%) that was heat treated at 400°C isothermally for 60 min. After heating to 500°C, the nickel and Ni₃P reflections further sharpened and strengthened into well-defined diffraction peaks. However, the reflections from the Ni₃P phase were considerably wide and short compared to the nickel reflections, indicating that further refinement of phase reflections is likely at higher temperatures. Numerous minor reflections from the Ni₃P phase were also found in the XRD profile at this heating condition. There was still a relatively small fraction of amorphous phase in the deposit as identified after profile fitting, but it was not obvious when viewing the diffraction pattern. The deposit was suggested as near to complete crystallisation. After heating to 800°C, the nickel and Ni₃P reflections further refined and intensified into narrower and sharper peaks. No amorphous phase remains after

Figure 3 XRD patterns of the electroless Ni-P deposit with 3–5 wt% P (LP sample) at as-deposited condition and after heating at 20°C/min to the end temperatures 300°C–800°C. For the sake of clarity the XRD profiles were shifted arbitrarily on the vertical scale.
the heating process, indicating complete crystallisation process in the deposit. In addition, a small number of nickel oxide (NiO) reflections were also found in the XRD profile, indicating the presence of oxygen in the DSC heating chamber. The nickel [200] reflection stays as the strongest reflection throughout the heating processes.

In the LP deposit, heating at the heating rate of 20°C/min to the temperature 300°C slightly sharpened the nickel [111] and [200] reflections (see Fig. 3). This could be related to the small exotherm (at about 240°C) in the DSC curve measured at the same heating rate (see Fig. 1b). In addition, the nickel [311] and [222] reflections were also found at the higher 2θ values. After heating to 350°C, the nickel reflections were slightly further strengthened, but no new phases have been observed so far. Heating to 400°C shows considerable strengthening and sharpening of the nickel [111] and [200] reflections. The reflections from Ni₃P phase were also observed, but most were shadows by the overlapped strengthened nickel reflection. The formation of Ni₃P phase in the deposit also indicates the ongoing of major crystallisation process. This agrees with the major exothermic peak in the DSC curve that was measured at the same heating rate. The amorphous phase remains, but only in a relatively small amount. After heating to 500°C, the nickel and Ni₃P reflections have further sharpened. The nickel [200] reflection became the strongest but at the expense of the nickel [111] reflection. The number of Ni₃P reflections has also increased, but they are considerably short and wide. The transformation of amorphous phase into the crystalline phases has nearly completed. Heating to 800°C has further sharpened and strengthened the nickel and Ni₃P reflections. The Ni₃P reflections became narrow and increase in numbers. As in the MP deposit, the presence of oxygen in the heating process was manifested by the observed NiO reflections in the XRD profile. Complete crystallisation process in the deposit has been achieved after the heating process.

The heating processes did not affect the preferred orientation of the MP deposit. The nickel [200] reflection remains as the strongest peak throughout the heating processes. In the LP deposit, however, preferred orientation of nickel [111] plane maintains at the temperatures to 400°C, but it switched to the nickel [200] after the heating to 500°C. This phenomenon could be explained with different degrees of lattice disorder due to the difference in phosphorus content and heating end temperatures.

3.3. Integrated intensity ratio
The calculated integrated intensities of individual phases—amorphous, nickel and Ni₃P phases, determined from the X-ray reflections of the MP and LP deposits using the computer program Pro-Fit, were used to calculate the ratios of integrated intensity of the individual phases, to the total integrated intensity. The relative proportion of the amorphous phase remaining in the deposit, shown by the ratio of the integrated intensity of amorphous phase (I_a) to the total integrated intensity (I_Total), could be used to estimate the degree of phase transformation of the deposit over the heating end temperature (Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 4, the integrated intensity ratios of the amorphous phase (I_a/I_Total) in the two samples decreased very gradually to the temperature at 300°C, indicating the absence of major crystallization reactions. From 300°C to 400°C, the ratio of I_a/I_Total in both samples dropped to a very low level, due to the ongoing major crystallization reactions at this temperature range. The ratio of I_Ni/I_Total has also increased sharply from 350°C to 400°C due to the formation of Ni₃P phase. From 400°C to 800°C, the ratio of I_a/I_Total in both samples further reduced to zero, a sign of the complete crystallization process. In both samples, the f.c.c. nickel was the dominant phase from the beginning to the complete crystallization process (see Fig. 4). The amount of nickel phase increased at the expense of the amorphous and Ni₃P phases in the deposits.

4. Conclusion
The DSC and XRD studies on the electroless Ni-P deposits with medium and low phosphorus contents in the present work have brought about the following conclusions:

1. At as deposited condition, the medium (5–8 wt% P) and low phosphorus (3–5 wt% P) deposits were the mixture of amorphous and microcrystalline nickel phases.
2. The preferred orientations of the deposits were affected by phosphorus content. The preferred orientation of the low-phosphorus deposit also changed by the heating process.
3. The crystallization temperatures of the deposits increased with decreasing phosphorus content and increasing heating rate.
4. Activation energy of the deposit with low-phosphorus content was higher.
5. The sequence of phase transformation of the deposits was: amorphous phase + microcrystalline nickel → stable microstructure of the f.c.c. nickel and Ni₃P stable phases.

Figure 4 Variation of integrated intensity ratio (I_a/I_Total) with heating temperature of the (a) medium-phosphorus and (b) low-phosphorus deposits.
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